
Hello,

We are also Raja4Snorkellers!

You don't need to dive to enjoy Raja4Divers. As a snorkeller, you will also find an
unparalleled underwater paradise tailored to your needs. The water temperature
is around 28°C all year round - ideal even for longer snorkelling adventures.

To begin with, our house reef right in front of the resort offers crystal clear
water and a beautiful scenery of big coral bommies, giant clams, turtles, countles
types of fish, juvenile blacktip reef sharks and once in a while even an octopus or
a crocodile fish. You may also see entire schools of bumphead parrotfish swim by
right in front of your eyes or catch a glimpse of the endemic epaulette (or walking)
shark at night.

Many close-by snorkelling sites are easily accessible by kayak, and snorkellers
often tell about unique underwater encounters that divers didn't experience.

Additionally, snorkellers are welcome to join our dive boats - with no additional
costs! This allows couples or groups with diving and non-diving members to
participate in the excursions on the same boat and enjoy their precious time
together.

Our designated and experienced snorkelling guides will always look for the
perfect snorkelling site where reefs and their inhabitants lie close to the surface
to make sure, snorkellers can explore the wonderful marine life with just a mask, a
snorkel and a pair of fins.

https://www.raja4divers.com/
https://www.raja4divers.com/marine-life.html
https://www.raja4divers.com/snorkelling-team.html
https://www.raja4divers.com/resort.html
https://www.raja4divers.com/blog
http://www.dive-tv.com/c/od,4599,Indonesien/?v=12346


Click here to find more infos on snorkelling at Raja4Divers.

Has the autumn blues already gotten to you? Are you dreaming
of white sandy beaches, blue sky and fish soup under water?

If yes, you are ready for your next holiday on Pulau Pef!

We still have a few availabilities for the first half of 2020.
Click here to find an overview of all available bungalows

for 2020 and 2021.

From 4 July until 3 October 2020, we offer reduced rates - even
more reason to book right now!

For inquiries or bookings, please contact
info@raja4divers.com.

#TalkingWithMangroves
New blog post every Friday at raja4divers.com

https://www.raja4divers.com/snorkelling.html
https://www.raja4divers.com/availability.html
mailto:info@raja4divers.com
https://www.raja4divers.com/blog


Get an impression!
Click on the image

and find yourself in the middle of Raja4Divers' cinema!

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram!
We look forward to seeing your holiday pictures from Pulau Pef.
Please use the hashtags #raja4divers and #pulaupef to tag us.

     

https://www.facebook.com/raja4divers/
https://www.facebook.com/raja4divers/
https://www.instagram.com/raja4divers/
https://www.facebook.com/Raja4Divers/
https://www.instagram.com/raja4divers/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pf6EE5HG6BE

